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PRICE ONLY 199.00 EUR

INVOLIGHT "COBBAR 415 is the smaller version of the already popular Pixel Bar 8 COB. Added to 
complete the range of COB pixel controllable, and to expand the possibilities of the creative light 
designer. Completely identical to all other COB pixel products makes it possible to combine them without 
getting differences in color ore dimming curves.
INVOLIGHT "COBBAR 415  is the perfect size Wash/Blinder fixture for DJ´s, band´s and small stages with advanced 
COB LED technology allowing for a powerful LED engine to be placed in a small amount of space.
The result is a high output, smooth color mixing fixture powered by 4 x TRI COB LEDs. Suitable for staging and 

nightclub lighting because it produces wide covers at a short distance and has no RGB color shadows., The fixture 
has many pro features such as: 0-100% electronic dimming, strobe/pulse effect, built-in shows and colors macros, 
and a 4-button LCD DMX display. COBBAR may run in its stand-alone mode from built-in programs, sound actively, 
or from a DMX Controller., Specifications, - 1 x 4 COB TRI LED high output linear wash bar, - COB Technology (Chip 
On Board) produces powerful, smooth RGB color mixing with rich palettes of color, - Wash/Bar or Pixel Mapped for 
a stunning visual effect, - Great for Stage Lighting, Bands or Night Clubs, - 4x Operational modes: Auto Run, Sound 
Active, Built-In Programs, and DMX Controlled Mode, - 5 DMX channel modes: 2,3,4,5 & 6 channel.Built-In preset 
colors and programs. LED pulse and strobe effect, - Electronic Dimming: 0 - 100%, - 5 selectable Dim Curves 
(Standard, Stage, TV, Architectural & Theatre), - 55-degree beam angle, - 3 -pin XLR chassis mount connectors for 
DMX linking, - IN/OUT to daisy chain power Power Draw: 60W total (All LED's @ Full), - 4-button DMX LCD display, -
Single yoke allows fixture to be mounted, - Light Source: 4x 15-Watt COB TRI LEDs (RGB: 3 in 1), - Auto sensing 
power supply: AC 100V/60Hz - 240V/50Hz, - Dimensions (LxWxH): 423x245x85mm, - Weight: 3.3 kg



PRICE ONLY 299.00 EUR

The INVOLIGHT "COBBAR 815" is a very powerful batten which uses the latest technology COB RGB Leds.
Because of this new technology it is possible to achieve a very high light output with a wide beamangle, 
without getting a lot of uncomfortable glare. The advanced menu makes it possible to control the batten 
in different modes such as DMX, stand alone, music. 

Specifications:
Colour range: 16,7 million additive colors
LED Quantity: 8x 15W COB RGB LED
Drive current: 500mA
Display: LED display for auto and custom control
Control: DMX-512, Auto, Master/Slave
DMX Channels: 2,3, 5, 6, 12, 24CH
Dimmer: 0-100%
Strobe: 0-20Hz
Beam Angle: 60 degrees
Colour: Black
Cooling: Forced Cooling
Power: 120W @FO
Dimensions: 703 x 120 x 130 mm
Weight: 2,8 kg



PRICE ONLY 309.00 EUR

INVOLIGHT SlimPAR126PRO 12 x10W QUAD Colour LED RGBWA+UV PAR light in black 
housing 
The INVOLIGHT SlimPAR126PRO is a professional SlimPAR projector with a 40° dispersion 
angle in a sturdy black housing made of cast metal with 12 bright 10 Watt 6-in-1 LEDs . The 
RGBWA+UV system allows for a creative lighting design with subtle pastel colours as well as 
brilliant, saturated colours. The refresh rate of 3000 Hz provides for flicker-free operation. 
The INVOLIGHT SlimPAR126PRO can be controlled flexibly via 4 DMX modes and can be used 
as a master, slave or stand alone with a wide range of functions, such as colour change, fade, 
macros, or strobe. For manual operation, the projector has a bright display with buttons for 
Mode, Enter, Up and Down; a microphone is integrated for music control. 
XLR connectors are used for input and output of the DMX signal, the power supply is done 
connectors. The power cord is included; a double bracket with non-slip locking screws offers 
numerous mounting options . With only 130 watts of power consumption, the INVOLIGHT 
SlimPAR126PRO is particularly energy efficient. 



PRICE ONLY 360.00 EUR

The INVOLIGHT "TwinBeam 2410 creates exciting lighting effects with its quick sweeping beams and 8-
Zone chasing, pulsing and strobing LEDs. This unique fixture features two independently tilting bars (each 
with 4 lenses) that project tight, 5,2° degree beams of light from 10-Watt white LEDs.
TwinBeam 2410 8 offers 2 DMX Channel modes and a 4-Button LED DMX menu. It may be controlled via 
it’s own built-in programs, a DMX Controller or the easy-to-use UC3 Controller. Best when used in 
multiples, the TwinBeam 8 is designed for stages, nightclubs and mobile entertainers.

Specifications:
- 2 Operational modes: DMX controlled, Master/Slave & Sound Active

- 2 DMX Channel modes (16/18Ch.)
- Electronic Dimming: 0 - 100% 
- Includes exciting sound activate built-in programs
- LED pulse & strobe effect
- Extremely Long Life (Rated at approximately 50,000 hrs.)
- Beam angle: 5.2-degrees
- Runs extremely cool! - NO Duty Cycles! – Run all night!
- Very low power consumption - connect more units in a single circuit
- IEC AC IN/OUT on rear to daisy chain power 
- Light Source: 8x 10-Watt white LEDs
- Multi-voltage operation: AC 100-240V 50/60Hz- IEC socket 
Weight: 4.95 kg.



PRICE ONLY 399.00 EUR

The INVOLIGHT MovingBar 1808 Beam Quad LED creates exciting lighting effects with its quick sweeping 
beams and its 8-Zone RGBW LED chasing, pulsing and strobing LEDs. This unique fixture features 8x 8-
Watt bright, Quad RGBW LEDs with a narrow 3.4 degrees beam angle, 4 DMX Channel modes and a 4-
Channel LED DMX menu.
The MovingBar1808 Quad LED may be controlled via it’s own built-in programs, a DMX Controller or the 
easy-to-use UC3 Controller. Best when used in multiples, the MovingBar1808 Quad LED is designed for 
stages, nightclubs and mobile entertainers..

Specifications:
8x 8-Watt RGBW LEDs

- 4-Button DMX LED Display
- 2 Operational modes: DMX controller, Master/Slave & Sound Active
- 2DMX Channel modes: 10 Channel,or 38 Channels
- Electronic Dimming: 0 - 100% 
- Includes exciting sound activate built-in programs
- LED pulse & strobe effect
- 270 degree tilt from smooth Stepper Motors
- Extremely Long Life (50,000 hr. rated)
- Beam angle: 3.4-degrees
- Very low power consumption - connect more units in a single circuit
- Power Consumption: 81W maximum
- Dimensions (LxWxH): 973 x 73 x 132mm
- Weight: 6.3 kg.



PRICE ONLY 349.00 EUR

The INVOLIGHT MovingBar 1810 Beam LED creates exciting lighting effects with it’s quick sweeping 
beams and it’s 8-Zone LED chasing, pulsing and strobing LEDs. This unique fixture features 8x 10-Watt 
bright, white CREE LEDs with a narrow 3.5 degrees beam angle, 2 DMX Channel modes and a 4-Channel 
LED DMX menu. The MovingBar 1810 LED may be controlled via it’s own built-in programs, a DMX 
Controller or the easy-to-use UC3 Controller. Best when used in multiples, the Sweeper Beam LED is 
designed for stages, nightclubs and mobile 

Specifications:
- 8x 10-Watt white Cree White LEDs

- 4-Button DMX LED Display
- 2 Operational modes: DMX controller, Master/Slave & Sound Active
- 2 DMX Channel modes: 6 Channel,or 14 Channels
- Electronic Dimming: 0 - 100% 
- Includes exciting sound activate built-in programs
- LED pulse & strobe effect
- 270 degree tilt from smooth Stepper Motors
- Extremely Long Life (50,000 hr. rated)
- Beam angle: 3.4-degrees
- Power Consumption: 90W maximum
- Dimensions 1065 x 75 x 160 mm ( L x B x H )
- Weight: 7.7 kg.



PRICE ONLY 699.00 EUR

INVOLIGHT LED MH77S is a mid-sized moving head equipped with a 75W LED Light source. It offer 
numerous functions at an affordable price level. It offers motorized focus and gobo and beam effects in 
any circumstance.
It contains a gobo wheel with 7 gobo's and a colour wheel with 8 vivid colours. 
With the electronic fokus function .
INVOLIGHT LED MH77S Spot is without doubt the right solution for mobile DJ, clubs and rental 
companies. 

Specifications
Output
Light Source: 1 x 75W White LED
Power consumption: 120W max. at full output
Control Personality: Advanced 19ch /Basic 15ch
Sound control & Master/Slave mode
Gobos & Colors
Gobo: 1 glass + 7 metal gobos (replaceable)+shake effect

Prism: 3-facet prism
Gobo functions: Gobo-flow effect,Gobo shake
Motorized Focus
Color functions: Split colors, Rainbow-flow effect

Weight: 10,2kg



PRICE ONLY 999.00 EUR

An extremely bright, highly professional LED BEAM moving head with many features is the new 
INVOLIGHT "LED MH140B". With its enormously powerful 140 watt COB LED he reaches an 
incredible brightness and range . LED MH140B Beam is the flagship of the beam series and gives a 
4° solid Beam powered by an 140W LED module. It is equipped with 15 metal gobos, 3 different 
sizes open, 12 dichroic colors and 2 correction filters. Due to the rotating 8-facet prism it can create 
special beam effects. It also has an electronic focus and frost filter. It has everything you need to 
create ultimate beam effects. It has fast movements and selectable pan/tilt ranges with a 16bit 
resolution. Also many useful channel settings like pan/tilt black out are also selectable by DMX. All 
settings can be made very easy in the menu with a full color display. 

Specifications
Output
Lux @ 5m: 41000lux
Beam Angle: 4°
Light Source: 140W
On-Board: Full color display for DMX, Auto, Sound & Master/Slave settings
Control Personality: 8/14 Channels
Gobos & Color

Gobo: 15 metal gobo & 3 sizes open (not replacable)
Gobo functions: Gobo-flow effect, Gobo shake
Colors: 14 dichroic-filters + white
Color functions: Rainbow-flow effect, split colors
Dimmer: 0-100%
Strobe: 0-20Hz
Prism: Rotating 8-facet
Focus: Electronically
Filters: Frost & Color correction
Weight: 17 kg



PRICE ONLY 1.399.00 EUR

INVOLIGHT LED MH250S PRO Spot is an extremely powerful LED movinghead with a 225W LED source. 
This unit gives even more light-output than the popular Phantom 575 (MSR 575 bulb). INVOLIGHT LED 
MH250S PRO spot is equipped with 7 Gobos and 7 Dichroic filters. It has a lot of functionalities to make a 
creative lightshow: gobo-shake, gobo-rotate, prism, split & rainbow colors. It has a stylish design with a 
rubber paint finish. The gobos can be changed very easily by a handy lid. It has a basic (11) and advanced 
(16) DMX personality. The menu with 36 character display makes it easy to control the settings. If you like 
to operate without controller you can use the 16 built in programs which can run automatically, sound-
active or by master/slave mode. 
Specifications
Output

Lux @ 3m: 11790Lux
Beam Angle: 19°
Light Source: 1 x 225W White LED
Power consumption: 416W max. at full output
Control Personality: Advanced 16ch /Basic 11ch
Sound control & Master/Slave mode
Gobos & Colors
Gobo: 1 glass + 7 metal gobos (replaceable)+shake effect
Prizma

Gobo functions: Gobo-flow effect,Gobo shake

Gobo size: 19mm / 27mm
Motorized Iris and Focus
UV filter
Colors: 7 dichroic-filters + white +3200K and 5600K
Color functions: Split colors, Rainbow-flow effect
Weight: 23kg



PRICE ONLY 1.200.00 EUR

INVOLIGHT MH 1915 is the biggest wash light. It offers 19 quad color LED's with RGBW color mixing and a 
15W for each LED. It has a wide linear zoom function starting from 11 degrees up to 58 degrees This wide 
zoom range allow you to use the MH1915 as a beam effect either a wash light.
Also the MH-1915 is equipped with high torque motors to ensure fast movements. 

INVOLIGHT MH 1915 LED Moving Head Beam fixture with motorized zoom allowing for a variable beam
angle from 11-58-degrees. The fixture is powered by 19x 15W RGBW Quad Color (4-IN-1) Osram LEDs. With
its quick speed and built-in light shows, INVOLIGHT MH 1915 brings pure lighting excitement to any venue., 
INVOLIGHT MH 1915 is extremely versatile and has everything clubs, theaters, churches, concert
productions and lighting professionals are looking for in a professional LED Beam effect. The MH 1915 
features Advanced 34ch /Basic 14ch, Pan/Tilt Inversion, 16-Bit Fine Pan/Tilt,power connectors, and a 4-
Button DMX LCD menu with 180-degree inverse view mode., Specifications:, - 528W  LED Moving Head
Wash with motorized zoom, - 19x 15W RGBW Quad Color (4-IN-1) Osram LEDs, - Motorized Zoom: 11 ~ 58-
degree beam angle, - 14/36 DMX channels, - 64 Built-In Color Macros, - Electronic Dimming: 0% - 100%, -
Pan/Tilt Inverse Mode - Fast Pan Tilt Movement, - Pan: 540-degree; Tilt: 270-degree, - 16-Bit Fine Pan/Tilt 
control, - 4-Button DMX LCD menu with 180° Inverse View mode.Stepper motors with micro stepping, -
Includes Omega bracket for truss mounting, - 3-pin and 5-Pin XLR In/Out, - Fan cooled, - Electronic
Strobe/Pulse effect; random strobe slow to fast/Dimensions (LxWxH): 450 x 330 x 440mm, - Weight: 11 kg.
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